Message Five of Twelve

The Shield of Archangel Zadkiel
Delivered at sunrise - TOSA La Laguna, Lake Atitlan, Guatemala, Central America
Through Wisdom Teacher Sri Ram Kaa & Master Lady Kira Raa -- May 06, 2011
Unlocked the Greater Keys, February 05, 2021
Archangel Zadkiel speaks through Master Lady Kira Raa:
Yes! Hello! Beloved ones of great Light, Great Love and Great Joy. IT…IS…with buoyancy that we come today. HELLO
to you! Indeed, IT..IS…a glorious moment of great hellos, is it not? Indeed…IT…IS.
Gaze into the Natural Environment
Gaze, beloved ones, beyond us…now. Gaze into the gloriousness of that which is beyond those who are sitting here
with you in human form. Gaze into the natural environment that is before you. Gaze into ALL natural environments
ALL the time.
As you gaze into the perception of the environment of nature, what you will discover is the Crystalline magnitude,
the molecular structures, that are, indeed, vibrating with great Light and Presence. They are assimilated into what
you call trees, mountains, lakes, and streams. ALL of the natural effects, that bring joy-FULL re-lease
to a mind of a world that seeks to be held captive.
Warriors of Light: Commitment1 to the Journey
Beloved ones of great Light, did you know that you are a warrior?
Did you know that to continue on this journey, that to have been on this journey,
that to say YES to this journey, demands that you have the molecular energy of the warrior.
You may say, “Oh…but I am such a pacifist, how could I be a warrior?”
We say: Beloved one, let go of the definition of the word warrior.
Indeed, we utilize this phrase, this word, this palabra2, as IT…IS… the only word in your
vocabulary that can explain one who has commitment to the journey.
A warrior has commitment to their journey, do they not?

1

The Ascended Presence ignites and holds open the Torus field of Zero point creation through STEADFAST Commitment, FOCUSED Awareness and
COMPLETE Trust.
2
This is the Spanish word for “word”
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A warrior must continue. If a warrior hesitates, if a warrior stops, if a warrior turns and runs, there is no way for the
warrior to continue. When a warrior says, “I cannot continue”, then, indeed, the energy for which the warrior has
committed loses momentum, loses a portion of its ability “TO BE”.
TO BE! Take a breath. Yes! Beloved ones!
As you do this and as you recognize this, we wish for you to understand that there is a great… we shall use the word…
tipping point upon your experience of this world now.
In this moment right now. Yes! Right now.
And in this right now moment, IT…IS…a gift to re-cognize, to re-member, to know!
I AM a warrior of Crystalline Light. I AM a warrior of Crystalline Light.
And as a warrior of Crystalline Light, there is already the commitment. You have already said YES. You have already
done the dance. You have already celebrated. You have already jumped on the bus to earth-school – yes you have!
YOU…ARE…HERE…because YOU…ARE…a warrior of Crystalline Light.
The History of the Warriors of Crystalline Light
As a warrior of Crystalline Light, come with us all the way back to Tu’Laya3. To Tu’Laya.
When the beings of divine Crystalline Light organized in a molecular structure that existed out of the great Love of the
expression of Light; It is outside the boundaries of your time zone understanding. The expression of Light existed in
great Love; and as glorious and magnificent energies and expressions, they came together for many, many, many
eons. We wish to offer you what would be perceived as the energies of the magnitude of this experience. As you
were, as you are, and as you have all-ways been throughout the experience of Tu’Laya.
When this energy culminated, you must understand, the glorious decision to continue was, in and of itself, one of the
first moments of greater expression of the decision.
Through the decision to continue was the Light and the Light!
Each aspect of the Light created within itself a recognition of the continuation of the Light.
The first aspect of the Light that we speak of is the aspect that said:
“Let us return now. Let us continue on back to where we have come. This has been perfect.
It is perfect. There is no need for us to refract.
There is no need to go further.”

3

Tu’laya was the first expression of beings of light in density. Sri &B Kira write extensively about this in two of their books:
2012 You Have a Choice and 2012 Atlantean Revelations
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And then the other aspect of Light said:
“Ohhhh let us continue this journey with greater expression. We want to discover Allness!
In the discovery of Allness we shall discover Oneness4. Look at this glorious expression. Look at these glorious aspects.
All of the facets of the jewel, ready to be explored and moved forward with.”
And so, ALL of the aspects continued.
As ALL of the aspects continued, from Tu’Laya through Su’laria to Gaia, YOU…ARE…in the O’laha moment.
In that moment, many of the aspects of the energy of the one Light, because they are ALL of the one Light,
have now come forward in a glorious dance so to speak.
In this glorious dance, all, ALL of the present aspects are allowing themselves to be heard, experienced, and recognized. With this, and in this, and through this, as your culminating experiences come forward again -- for you
have culminated before – IT…IS…a great and glorious moment for the beings of divine Crystalline Light to recognize themselves. To once again ignite the warrior energy that began the propulsion to begin with.
Take a breath.
You may say:
“I do not know if I understand this. Yet, something inside of me is jumping. Little molecules and little particles. I feel
them moving. I feel the energy. I feel all of it.”
And some of you may say: “Ah! I remember! I understand! I get it!”
ALL of this is perfection.
IT…IS…indeed, a divine moment when a warrior remembers why they are in the energy
of the experience. For a warrior to know who they are, for a warrior to BE who they are,
is a great and vital experience of the aspect of commitment.
What is Commitment
What is commitment? What is commitment? Some may say: “Oh my goodness, commitment! This is a word we do
not want to look at.”
Indeed. In your experience, of your world now, many, many, many energies are
distorted in a way that is far from their… let us say… aspect experience.
And so, what is commitment?
4

The greater context of Allness and Oneness is beautifully revealed through the Lessons of Oneness Series
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Commitment is the re-cognition that deep beyond the body, deep beyond the egoic filter
that assists the body to navigate density, is the Crystalline Light. This is the pure energy that propels thee.
IT…IS…within this pure energy that propels thee, that ALL beings of Light find their experience.
The experience itself has long been determined prior to this incarnation and many others. IT…IS…not a determination
per lifetime, so to speak.
IT…IS…a cosmic connected energy shared by ALL beings of Crystalline Light with an aspect that is unique per the
Indi-vidu-will5 to, in and of itself, bring forward, fully create, fully experience, and then reunify with.
How exciting is that?
We wish to applaud! IT…IS…that exciting. The commitment is to recognize this aspect of thy BEing-ness…the aspect
of the Crystalline Light.
To be able to recognize that when one surrenders to the egoic filter, when one surrenders to the physical filter,
when one surrenders even to this beautiful, stunning, glorious, natural environment,
one has lost commitment to Crystalline Light.
The Crystalline Light is the energy of the re-cognition that the illusion is a great gift. A playground for a child to play
in. And, when the child has had enough play, IT…IS…the moment where the Master opens their hand and says,
“It is time now to come home. It is time for dinner. It is time to rest. You have played. You have played well. Now,
IT…IS…time to rest. IT…IS…time to come home.”
This is where the commitment of the Crystalline Light warrior arises and says:
“Yes! I understand this is ALL play. I understand that THIS…IS…the grand expression of the divine illumination offering
ALL aspects perfection in their committed energy for the reunification of one glorious energy.”
Take a breath.
The Light Virus: Freedom or Entrapment?
What is the virus we speak of6? We wish to offer this to you so that you may understand, and then we wish to offer
to you MY shield, THY shield, as a great gift for all of those who choose to receive it.
Beloved ones! Great glorious angels of Divine Light and illumination; through the Tu’Layan expression, and at the
moment of the divine decisions, there was, indeed, there WERE, indeed, many… we shall use a word only for you to

5

The Indi-vidu-will is fully shared in the first Lesson from the Lessons of Lights series and also in the book, 2012: Atlantean Revelations.
24 hours prior to the revelation of this discourse, Archangel Zadkiel delivered a message about a virus affecting light-workers. This message can be found at
www.SriandKira.com
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understand… “self-destruct devices” put in place that were intended to prevent reunification, and to create an
entrapment energy.
Your entire existence is at a moment of divine choice.
Do you choose freedom, or do you choose entrapment? Freedom or entrapment?
You may say: “Oh but of course I choose freedom! Why would anyone choose entrapment?”
We say IT…IS…not as simple as the human brain may want to see.
IT…IS… indeed, much more because these energies are brothers to each other.
These energies gaze into their eyes and see the same thing. These energies are birthed of the same mother.
These energies are so similar that IT…IS… only in our offering to you of the words of
your planet that we can even begin to assist thee to see the discernment.
Freedom or entrapment?

Entrapment feels like freedom when one is initially entrapped.
And freedom can feel like entrapment when one initially feels freedom.
This is the discernment of the divine one. To re-cognize, that within your own glorious molecular structure,
is indeed, the re-cognition that to be preoccupied with this illusionary experience, in all of its glorious beauty,
to be concerned or … let us say… organized around a central unit of hate, or anger or distrust,
are ALL entrapment energies.
Many in your world now are celebrating because their anger has found a way to be celebrated.
Many in your world now, organize against warriors of Crystalline Light,
because they challenge their entrapment attitude.
Entrapped beings of Light will want to be… let us say… reassured. We seek for a word here… we wish to offer another
word. Coddled. This is an interesting word, coddled…they wish to be coddled in their discomfort7.
“It is okay. I agree with you. Yes, you can, yes, yes. It is another. It is them. It is us. It is whatever.”
These are entrapment energies because they limit the expansion of Light.
They entrap one and say:
“Look at this glorious planet, look at your beautiful body. Why would you ever want to leave it? Why would you ever
want to go? You must stay. You must do everything you can to stay. Dig in! Be here!”
These are entrapment energies,
and they are the brother of freedom because they do feel as if they are free.

7

This is a direct reference to Partners in Pain as fully detailed in Sri & Kira’s book, Sacred Union: The Journey Home.
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What is Freedom?
THERE…ARE…great illusions of what freedom is, on your planet…now. Most of what is being displayed as freedom…is
entrapment. They are brothers to each other, and are so very, very, very fascinating to discern.
What is freedom?
Freedom IS…the re-cognition to lay aside the egoic filter and the attachments.
To lay ALL of IT…aside! And! To see, feel, and experience Crystalline Light, in ALL expressions.

In your world…now…there IS…a great movement to entrap.
This is what we refer to as the virus.
When one is truly seeking freedom, initially, they will feel as if they are almost losing their breath. Oftentimes there
will be beings around them of the pervasive entrapment energy, who make them feel as if they are no longer free,
that they are making a choice that would be incorrect.

Freedom initially feels like entrapment. Entrapment initially feels like freedom.
These are important discernments.
Terrorism and Entrapment
We wish to address a powerful energy in your world now. A creation of entrapment energy that wraps around itself
around the energy of what many call freedom. It is the invention of what you call terrorism.
Spiritual terrorism in your world now is at a greater momentous moment than indeed it has ever been.
Spiritual terrorism entraps many through an illusion of freedom.

By empowering spiritual terrorism, then in the name of so-called freedom,
entrapment begins.
This is all we wish to offer you on this because only your heart can unravel this.
Only your coding of Crystalline Light can YOU fully understand this.
IF…you have already not been infected by the virus that seeks to keep you entrapped.
And! IF you have accepted this virus – as only you can accept it – that cannot invade without your knowing, in one
experience or another; know that you have accepted it through the lofty judgment or resistance energy that comes
through a polarized experience toward another.
Look at yourself and ask:

Have I polarized toward another because I felt egoic,
because I felt that my ego was not being catered to,
because I felt wronged?
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THESE…ARE…the energies that are very, very powerful on your planet. As a spiritual warrior of divine Crystalline Light,
THIS…IS…what you must be most committed to. In the re-cognition that the moment, the moment these energies
come up…the moment you carry anger, hate, distrust, and share this anger, hate and distrust with others; and as
many as you can, you, yourself, become not only the virus, you become the giver of the virus.
Through your ability to initially feel empowered through this energy, you feel free, yet you are creating greater
entrapment.
Breathe in beloved ones, for we offer this information to you because your entire world is
at the moment of choice. Freedom or entrapment?
The two brothers are standing on the field together. They are staring at each other.
Freedom on one side of the field, entrapment on the other.
And the two brothers are staring at each other saying:
“How did we get here? We are brothers!”
Rather than running into each others’ arms, and saying, YES! We Are One…
they are trying to find ways to navigate this planet.
The Gift of the Shield of Archangel Zadkiel
Today we offer to you MY shield, OUR shield, the shield of the Divine violet
illuminated energy with the central Blue Jewel of the Heart. Within the
physical form of this one that we speak through now8, we now go to this
heart and rip it open for you. We invite you to gaze at this ignited Blue Jewel.
From this Blue Jewel, a great violet presence is coming forward to you now.
The full illuminated cross of the divine energy of THE ONE energy.
Freedom and entrapment are one energy. The two brothers reunited.
The full Presence, Light and energy of Divine Illuminated Love is pouring
through to you now. Rip open your heart and open up the Blue Jewel. Call
forth ALL energies of a virus that would protect you from your own divinity to
be released. And ask thyself,
“Where have I carried resentment and judgment? Where has my ego become
so powerful that it took me from my true committed course, for I AM a great
warrior of divine Crystalline Light or I would not Be.”

8

Reference to Master Lady Kira Raa, at this point they literally “open the heart” of Beloved Kira to release this energy.
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Feel this Gift.
We offer this Gift to you with great Presence…with great Light…with great Love…and with great Reverence.
Remember beloved one, YOU…ARE…not a victim. You are a conscious co-creator!
As a conscious co-creator YOU…ARE…that powerful…to call forward BOTH the gift and the choice.
For those of you who say: “But we do not need protection, why do you offer
this to us?” We are not offering it to you as protection.
We offer it to you as a divine tool…to REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE!
Ignite your Blue Jewel of your heart.
Feel the violet energy of the divine cross of unification
coming forth from within thee so that thyself is the shield.
This is the gift of the energy that we offer you today.
The Abode of the Warriors Revealed
IT…IS…with great mercy and compassion that the abode of the warriors that has, indeed, been sealed on your planet,
and was only available to be opened at the moment it was necessary…is…now…open9.
For those who carry this shield, IT…IS…your key to entry to this abode.
This abode is right here. You are staring at it10.
Gaze at the small mountain that is right before you and it rests right above it.
In this world, this abode is above a mountain of gold that has been held sacred by a great race of
beings that are part of the original race of beings11 on this planet.
This abode of the warriors has always been there and so this small mountain carries big energy.
It has for eons been a great place of Presence, Power, and Recognition.
This is why our Crystalline abode is next to it on the water12.
The water and the mountain together.

9

This insoulment was “Unlocked” by Master Lady Kira Raa on February 06, 2021. This is the day that the integrated energy of the Canari will ascend into
the Temple of Light at TOSA Blue Mountain for the first time. This calls forward the energy from this original discourse to be anchored at TOSA Blue
Mountain within the protective shield of the Temple of Light!
10
Direct reference to Cerro de Oro at Lake Atitlan, which is directly behind Kira Raa’s head as this discourse was delivered live. With the unlocked energy of
February 06, 2021, the reference ASCENDS to the Temple of Light at TOSA Blue Mountain.
11
Direct reference to the Maya from the live delivery ties EXACTLY to the DAY that the Cañari ASCEND with Sri & Kira. The Cañari as the carries of the
Light energy of the Heart carry the energy of the original race of the Andes mountains.
12
In 2019, Sri & Kira were called to insure that the property across the street from TOSA Blue Mountain was acquired for the purpose of unifying the energy
of the mountain with the Amazon river! The original reference is the Lake Atitlan herself.
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We have come in great numbers now and will stay here for the next what you call calendar year13. In a great enclave
of energy…receiving ALL of the energy of the warriors of the ignited shield to be able to find Presence, Freedom,
Release, and, to let go of any remnant virus energy.
For this next, we call year, we will remain anchored here. We will hold this Presence. And, at the end of that calendar
year, we will know where our Presence is most needed next.
You are a warrior of great Crystalline Light.
You may choose to carry a shield of divine memory. IT…IS…a moment of great expression on your planet now.
The two brothers are on the field together and they are staring at each other.
Will they run together with open arms, or will they turn away?
We love you. WE…ARE…HERE for you, as YOU…ARE…HERE…now.
Have no fear.
Have no fear.
This is a moment that you have known about literally forever.
And so, IT…IS.
And so, IT Shall BE.
And so, YOU…ARE!

13

Affirmation that the gathering of the Masters is here to support and that the ACTIVE PORTAL at TOSA Blue Mountain is anchored as a gathering space
throughout 2021 as SUPPORT for this moment of CONSCIOUS EXPANSION.
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